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CEO Siwiak says:
::In his little lounge on deck 4, making his way out of the Jefferies tube and towards a Turbolift::

CSO Toorain says:
::back at Science 1, on Qlb's bridge::

Cns Charles says:
::in the Counselor's office......... Cleaning up::

CO Snow says:
::::on bridge feeling comfortable to be back in her chair::::::::

OPS Helman says:
::Exiting quarters heading toward bridge::

SO Grehan says:
::Arrives on bridge and takes science2::

XO Kyle says:
::entering airlock....on way to QIb bridge::

CEO Siwiak says:
::finds the turbo, heads for the bridge::

SO Grehan says:
CSO: Good day, sir.

CMO Halcyon says:
::goes into sickbay...the surroundings all too familiar::

CSO Toorain says:
SO: Good day, Ensign.

OPS Helman says:
::Entering TL::

CEO Siwiak says:
::pops out on the bridge, heads for his usual waiting spot just sitting on the railing::

OPS Helman says:
TL : Bridge

XO Kyle says:
::waits for TL::

CEO Siwiak says:
ALL:  Hello everyone

Cns Charles says:
::satisfied, leaves the office::

Cns Charles says:
::waits for TL::

XO Kyle says:
::enters TL:: TL: Bridge. ::thinks: Good to be home....::

CSO Toorain says:
SO: Run a detailed analysis on the lateral sensor relays.  We don't want anything to go wrong during this.

SO Grehan says:
::Nods to CE::

CSO Toorain says:
CEO : Hello, Mr. Siwiak

OPS Helman says:
::Entering bridge::

CEO Siwiak says:
CSO:  ::whispers::  Putting him to work already?

CSO Toorain says:
CE: ::whispers:: Why not? It's necessary.

SO Grehan says:
::Taps on console, obeying Zog's orders::

XO Kyle says:
::enters bridge and looks around smiling::

Cns Charles says:
::TL zips upwards::

CEO Siwiak says:
CSO:  Whatever, tell me if anything goes wrong <G>

OPS Helman says:
::Sits at OPS::

CO Snow says:
:::watches as bridge crew pours in::::

CMO Halcyon says:
::goes over to a group of medical supplies and examines them::

CSO Toorain says:
::smiles:: CE: If anything goes wrong, you'll answer for it<G>

SO Grehan says:
CSO: All sensor arrays are at peak efficiency.

Cns Charles says:
::enters bridge, yawning::

OPS Helman says:
Computer: Activate Helman-Omega-14

CSO Toorain says:
SO: Excellent.

CEO Siwiak says:
CSO:  No more looking up... you know what <G>

XO Kyle says:
::walks toward chair:: CO: Greetings Captain. ::smiles and sits in her chair::

OPS Helman says:
::Helman waits as the computer activates his program of controlling the Helm through OPS::

Cns Charles says:
::sits in CNS chair glumly::

CSO Toorain says:
::walks over to CE, whispers:: CEO: These darned computers don't have a translation matrix.  I can't.

CEO Siwiak says:
::If K'tyla is here, Chars is not far behind::

CO Snow says:
Mr. Helman: Plot course, Mark 344 declination 215  :::nods to XO::

OPS Helman says:
::Plots course::

CEO Siwiak says:
::notices Chars::

Cns Charles says:
::doesn't see Siwiak. Yawns again::

OPS Helman says:
CO : Course plotted and laid in sir

CSO Toorain says:
::moves back to Sci 1::

CEO Siwiak says:
CSO:  Not my problem, I fix the big stuff  ::smiles::

XO Kyle says:
::grips chair arms fondly...glad to be back on the QIb::

XO Kyle says:
CNS: What's wrong?

CSO Toorain says:
::Grins:: CEO: Whatever.

SO Grehan says:
CSO: I'm reading a slight glitch in the sensor pods... I'm fixing it now, sir.

Cns Charles says:
XO: Huh? Wha-?
  
CEO Siwiak says:
::walks over to the ENG station, takes a seat::

CSO Toorain says:
SO: Understood.

SO Grehan says:
CSO: There. Peak efficiency.

XO Kyle says:
::arches eyebrow:: CNS: You look exhausted....

CSO Toorain says:
SO: Good.

CSO Toorain says:
::hears XO, and wonders if it wasn't her that kept him up all night::

Cns Charles says:
::smiles glumly:: XO: It's nothing. Thank you for your concern, sir.

CO Snow says:
OPS: When you have clearance, take us out.

CEO Siwiak says:
::can't seem to find the depression in his seat that he always had.. Notices it is new::

SO Grehan says:
CSO: It's good to be on a ship that works...

OPS Helman says:
CO : Aye aye sir

XO Kyle says:
::smiles back::

CMO Halcyon says:
<A Passing Nurse:> This is de ionizing ::tosses her the offending capsule::

CSO Toorain says:
SO: FarReach worked.  She just had some problems.

CEO Siwiak says:
::Takes a look at the stats of ONE little warp core rather than 8 on his screen::

OPS Helman says:
COMM SB Control : SB Control this is IKS Qlb requesting permission for departure

Host SB_OPS says:
@COMM: QIb: Permission granted  and good luck

XO Kyle says:
CO: Any more news on that rift we're investigating?

OPS Helman says:
COMM SB_OPS : Thank you

CMO Halcyon says:
::walks over to the biobeds and examines them too::

OPS Helman says:
CO : We have clearance

CO Snow says:
XO: Nothing more than I have already discussed with you.

XO Kyle says:
::nods to Snow::

CO Snow says:
OPS: Engage warp 7 as soon as we are clear of the SB.

OPS Helman says:
::Taking the ship put of docking bay::

OPS Helman says:
<out>

Cns Charles says:
::looks out lamely as the ship leaves the SB::

SO Grehan says:
::Looks at viewscreen::

OPS Helman says:
::Takes the ship to warp 7::

OPS Helman  (Warp.wav)

OPS Helman says:
CO : Warp 7

CO Snow says:
OPS: Thank you.

OPS Helman says:
CO : ETA at current speed 4 minutes

CEO Siwiak says:
::looks at the cloak.. which seems to still be off::

SO Grehan says:
Thinks: Wow... big mission we're on... could be dangerous.

CSO Toorain says:
CO: Sir, recommend we activate the cloaking device.

Cns Charles says:
::gets up::

OPS Helman says:
CO : Shouldn't we cloak sir?

CO Snow says:
CNS: Will you take over TAC. And activate the cloaking device.

Cns Charles says:
::hopes behind Tactical, cracks fingers and cloaks the shadow::

SO Grehan says:
::Nods to self::

CEO Siwiak says:
CNS:  Well, all the torpedo tubes are loaded this time

Cns Charles says:
CEO: Aye, thanks. No special favors. ::grins::

Cardie-CO says:
CCTO: Anything on scans?

CSO Toorain says:
SO: Activate LRS.  Any sign of Cardassian ships?

Mortimer_ says:
::wakes up in bunk and notices an alert siren, throws on uniform and starts running to bridge::

SO Grehan says:
::Scans::

CO Snow says:
OPS: ETA?

SO Grehan says:
CSO: Aye...

XO Kyle says:
CSO: Begin scans for that rift that was reported.

Cns Charles says:
::keeps tactical scans running::

CSO Toorain says:
XO: Aye, sir.:: begins scans::

OPS Helman says:
CO : As I said before at current speed 4 minutes

Mortimer_ says:
::puts pants on in turbolift::

CEO Siwiak says:
::sneaks a sip at his glass of tea... wonders if he can sneak a steak in here, smiles::

CSO Toorain says:
XO: Sir, we are not yet in range.

SO Grehan says:
CSO: No signs of anything, sir.

CSO Toorain says:
SO: Acknowledged.  Keep scanning.

Cns Charles says:
::makes sure the cloak draws purely what it needs::

Cardie-CO says:
#CCTO: Well?  Any ships on LRS?

XO Kyle says:
CSO: Very well...

XO Kyle says:
::sighs::

SO Grehan says:
::Monitors LRS readings::

CMO Halcyon says:
::feels helpless...really hopes she won't have to be too busy today::

Cardi-CTO says:
#CO: Nothing sir..

Cardie-XO says:
#::Annoyed at CCTO::

Mortimer_ says:
::bursts onto bridge in crumpled uniform::

CO Snow says:
CSO/CNS: Maintain close watch for any other ships in the area.

Cns Charles says:
::looks over to the intruder::

Cardie-XO says:
#::Well that was fast, heh::

CSO Toorain says:
CSO: Already am, sir.

Cns Charles says:
CO: Aye sir.

XO Kyle says:
::arches eyebrow at newcomer::

CEO Siwiak says:
::looks over at the lift::

SO Grehan says:
CSO: I'm reading several warp signatures... we're out of range. I can't identify them.

Cardi-CTO says:
#::looking at the XO.. looking forward to the day where he will take the XO's place ::

Cardie-CO says:
#CXO: Has he been getting his KW on time?  He didn't respond quickly!

Cns Charles says:
::returns to Tactical, a slight smirk on his face::

CSO Toorain says:
CO: Sir, SO: Right...

CMO Halcyon says:
::monitors more random sickbay equipment to make sure everything is just right::

CSO Toorain says:
::begins looking at scans::

Cardie-XO says:
#CCTO: Well, have you gotten your KW on time???

SO Grehan says:
::Feeds them to SCI-1::

Cardie-CO says:
#CXO: Yes, and watch that attitude.  He can replace you!

SO Grehan says:
::Points:: CSO: There...

CEO Siwiak says:
::scans major systems for trouble::

CSO Toorain says:
SO:I see them.

CSO Toorain says:
CO: Sir, approximately 2 mins away,, there is shipping and patrol traffic. There is also a heavy cruiser there.

Cardi-CTO says:
#CXO: .. I don't need KW..

Mortimer_ says:
XO: Reporting for duty, sir. Do you need me to take a station?

Cns Charles says:
::detects this traffic::

Cardie-XO says:
#CCO: I forgot...

Cns Charles says:
::computer has flagged them as possible hostiles....::

CEO Siwiak says:
::kinda spreads himself out to cover the whole ENG station::

Cardi-CTO says:
#CXO: Drugs are for the weak.. ::looking at the XO ::

Cns Charles says:
::guards tactical defensively::

XO Kyle says:
Morti: You can take secondary TAC...::runs eyes over crumpled uniform::

Cardie-XO says:
#CCTO: I was asking in CO's care

Mortimer_ says:
XO: Yes sir. Right away sir.

Cardie-CO says:
#CXO/CCTO: That JH over there looks in need.  Have the CMO replace him!

CO Snow says:
CSO: Can you identify these ships?

SO Grehan says:
CSO: I'm reading signatures for scout ships, and defense carriers...

SO Grehan says:
CSO: And a few cruisers. This one seems to be the only one in the area.

Mortimer_ says:
::examines console, trying to work out where he’s seen one like it before::

SO Grehan says:
CSO: The immediate area, I mean.

Cardi-CTO says:
#CCO: Right away sir.. :: call the CMO and change the JH ::

CSO Toorain says:
CO: Yes sir.  Defense vessels, light patrol ships, and a couple of heavy cruisers.

CMO Halcyon says:
::opens a comm channel so she can hear what's happening on the bridge::

CSO Toorain says:
SO: Understood.

Cns Charles says:
CSO: And what about the so-called rift?

CEO Siwiak says:
::takes another sip at his tea, places the glass down on his console::

CO Snow says:
OPS: Once we arrive takes us down to cruising level. I don't want anything to call attention to us.

SO Grehan says:
CSO: It's coming into range now.

OPS Helman says:
CO : Aye aye sir

CSO Toorain says:
CO:Sir, the rift is growing.

CO Snow says:
CSO: Anything on that rift?

Cardi-CTO says:
#::Looking at  the console.. hoping for a ship to show up so that he can do something else than stand there and patrol the area ::

CEO Siwiak says:
ALL:  Let's just hope it's not another wormhole...

CSO Toorain says:
CO: Yes sir.  It's pretty large.

Cardie-CO says:
#::sitting back in chair bored with routine patrol::

Host SB_OPS says:
AS THE QIb NEARS THE RIFT GROWS LARGE INTHEIR SENSORS

Cardie-XO says:
#::Sitting in chair at alert::

CSO Toorain says:
CO: The Cardassian vessels appear to be...guarding it.

Mortimer_ says:
::leans forward on his console, setting off a phaser::

SO Grehan says:
CSO: It's growing at several hundred KPS...

Cardi-CTO says:
#:: see something glowing on the console :: CCO: Sir.. I have something on sensors.. it looks like a ship..

Cardie-XO says:
#::listening to CCTO::

CEO Siwiak says:
CO:  I think a probe would give us off to any ships... all we can do is get closer and scan

Mortimer_ says:
Um. Oops.

CO Snow says:
:::looks at XO:::

SO Grehan says:
CO: I don't understand why they would want to guard a rift in space... what use could they find for it?

Cardie-CO says:
#CCTO: Can you tell what the ship is?  Is it Klingon or Romulan?

Cns Charles says:
SO: The Gamma Quadrant..............

XO Kyle says:
::glares at Morty::

CO Snow says:
CE: Agreed.

Mortimer_ says:
Sorry, sir, not used to the configuration.

Cardi-CTO says:
#CCO: I'm not sure.. it is barely detectable..

CSO Toorain says:
SO: There could be plenty of use for  a rift like that.

SO Grehan says:
CNS: Sir?

Host SB_OPS says:
THE PHASER FIRE STREAKS ACCROSS SPACE

Cns Charles says:
SO: The Bajoran wormhole was our first contact with the Gamma Quadrant and the Dominion....

CEO Siwiak says:
::watches the beam lance out::

CSO Toorain says:
::watches phaser cross screen::

Cardie-CO says:
#CCTO: Best guess then Lt? ::said very sarcastically::

Mortimer_ says:
::hides behind console::

Cardi-CTO says:
#:: Detect phaser fire :: CCO: Sir.. I'm detecting phasers fire..

Cns Charles says:
SO: DS9 is guarding it so what better way to win a war than to open their own door in their own space?

XO Kyle says:
Morty: Perhaps you should keep your hands away from the console....until firing is required...::frowns and shakes head::

CSO Toorain says:
CO: Recommend we move out of here, sir.

Cardie-CO says:
#CXO: Are they firing at us?

CO Snow says:
OPS: Change positions now!

OPS Helman says:
::Sees phaser beam:: ALL : What the hell

Cardie-XO says:
#CCTO: identify signature?

OPS Helman says:
::Changes course::

CEO Siwiak says:
CNS/SO:  The Jem'Hadar made a wormhole and we just happened to blow it up awhile back

SO Grehan says:
CNS: And get re-enforcement’s a hundred times faster...

Cardie-XO says:
#CCO: No

Mortimer_ says:
XO: Yes sir, right away sir. Getting away from the console now sir.

XO Kyle says:
::hopes the fire didn't give them away::

Cardi-CTO says:
#:: trying to identify the phasers signature:: CCO: Signature indicate a Klingon-Federation phaser type..

OPS Helman says:
CO : Course changed sir

Cardie-CO says:
#CXO: Assemble an AT, lets see if we can sneak up on them.

Cns Charles says:
SO: Exactly.....

CO Snow says:
OPS: thank you.

CSO Toorain says:
CO: Sir, the Cardassians would certainly have seen that.

Cns Charles says:
SO: And they're already beating us in sheer numbers..... ::sighs::

CEO Siwiak says:
::shifts around in his seat::

Cardie-XO says:
#CCTO: Can you trace the source?

Mortimer_ says:
::grips console with both hands. Bionic hand gouges a one inch hole in the side::

Cardi-CTO says:
#CCO: Sir.. if we approach them.. they will detect us.. Why don't we just crush them right away..

SO Grehan says:
CNS: Isn't this a time to be optimistic, Counselor? ::Smiles grimly::

Cardie-XO says:
#CCO: Assemble an AT to where sir?

CEO Siwiak says:
Morti:  I really don't want to replace the console... it is new ya know...

Cns Charles says:
SO: What? During a war? My optimism gets compromised, Mr. Grehan.

Cns Charles says:
::smiles grimly in return::

Mortimer_ says:
CEO: Sorry sir, I’ll fix it later, sir.

Cardie-CO says:
#CCTO: Prepare your team, and beam yourselves to their engineering and destroy what you can.

Host SB_OPS says:
THE QIb IS NEARING A CLOSE APPROACH TO THE CARDASSIAN CRUISER

SO Grehan says:
::looks back in console::

Cardie-XO says:
#CCO: We don't have their exact location

CEO Siwiak says:
::Does not want to be around that guy, heads for engineering::

OPS Helman says:
CO : Recommend we raise shields

Cardie-CO says:
#CXO: Looks like they are coming closer:: rubs his hands together::

Cardi-CTO says:
#CCO: Sir.. the ship is approaching..

Cns Charles says:
CO: Recommend we keep our distance.......

CEO Siwiak says:
::arrives in engineering and heads for his office::

Cardi-CTO says:
#CCO: Sir.. I recommend we surprise them..

CSO Toorain says:
OPS: To raise shields, we would have to drop the cloak.

Cns Charles says:
CO: They'll cheerfully beam Jem'Hadar over the whole radius to catch some coordinates within our ship, I'll bet....

CO Snow says:
OPS: Move us away.

SO Grehan says:
CO: Recommend we stay out of weapons range... they might have seen us.

Cardie-XO says:
#CCTO: Let's go and surprise them... beam to engineering...

OPS Helman says:
CO : Aye aye sir

Cns Charles says:
::moves towards Captain's seat, leaving Tac in Mortimer's capable hand. <G>::

CEO Siwiak says:
::takes off his outer shirt and puts on his short sleeved engineering one::

OPS Helman says:
::Moves the ship away by 100 km::

Cardie-CO says:
#CXO: Good hunting and much success!

Mortimer_ says:
::gulps::

Cardi-CTO says:
#CCO: Aye sir.. I'll get a group of Jem'hadar soldier with me.. ::run to the transporter room ::

CSO Toorain says:
CO:sir, reading activity in the Cardassians transporter network!

Mortimer_ says:
XO: Sir, shouldn’t you call someone to take primary tac over, sir?

Cardie-XO says:
#CCO: Should I go with them?

SO Grehan says:
::Brings us CSO's scans::

Cardi-CTO says:
#::Activating ship transporter and beaming to the Qib ::

Host SB_OPS says:
A MASSIVE FIREFIGHT ERRUPTS IN THE QIb's ENG SECTION AS THE CARDASSIANS BEAM ABOARD

CEO Siwiak says:
::reads over his reports...  notices some new ones::

Cns Charles says:
Mort: It's in your hands...

SO Grehan says:
Self: Oh, sh-... poo.

CSO Toorain says:
CO: Sir, it looks like they're preparing to beam something somewhere.

Cardie-CO says:
#CXO: Yes, you lead a team to their bridge!

CEO Siwiak says:
::hears fire, locks doors::

Cns Charles says:
::looks to Rob::

SO Grehan says:
CO: I'm reading them in ENG!

Cardi-CTO says:
:: Onboard the Qib.. ordering JH soldiers ::

XO Kyle says:
Morti: I'll trust you to handle it.....so make sure you DO handle it well! ::grins fiercely::

CO Snow says:
All: Red alert.

Mortimer_ says:
Um. er. Me?

CEO Siwiak says:
::gets his phaser rifle::

CSO Toorain says:
CO: Sir, there are Cardassians in Engineering.

SO Grehan says:
CO: Cardassians.

Cardie-XO says:
#CCO: Aye ::getting a team and beaming to deck one of Qib::

CEO Siwiak says:
::opens doors and takes pot shots::

Cns Charles says:
OPS: Report from Engineering?

CSO Toorain says:
::looks up, as red light starts flashing::

OPS Helman  (Alert.wav)

Cardi-CTO says:
Aloud: Take them out !

SO Grehan says:
CO: Request permission to go to ENG and defend it, sir.

CEO Siwiak around engineering (Force Field.wav)

Mortimer_ says:
To self :Cardassians in engineering? Don’t panic, don’t panic! ::panics::

CSO Toorain says:
*CE*Report.

CMO Halcyon says:
::jumps up at sound of red alert::

Cardie-CO says:
#::listens to the firing onboard the Qlb and grins::

Cardi-CTO says:
::Fires on engineering officer ::

OPS Helman says:
*ENG* : Report

XO Kyle says:
::gets out phaser::

Cardie-XO says:
::Shooting at all the officers::

CEO Siwiak at Cardi (HandPhaser.wav)

Cns Charles says:
::finds Type 1 Phaser::

Cns Charles says:
CO: We could negotiate.....

CEO Siwiak says:
*Bridge*:  Security aleart!!!

Cardie-XO says:
::Getting Cardies in the Bridge::

CSO Toorain says:
Computer: Computer, establish a level one forcefield around the bridge.

CEO Siwiak says:
::fires some more, runs for a Jefferies tube::

Cardi-CTO says:
:: quickly evade the phaser fire.. jump on the CE and begin an engage in hand to hand combat ::

XO Kyle says:
::fires at Cardie on bridge::

Cardie-XO says:
::Secure bridge with Cardies and JH::

OPS Helman says:
CO : Sir maybe we should flood the ENG with gas?

CSO Toorain says:
::whips out phaser, begins firing::

CEO Siwiak says:
::kicks the XO in the ribs::

Cardi-CTO says:
CE: You will die.... !

CO Snow says:
Mort: Send a team to engineering.

Cns Charles says:
::fires shots in the direction of the intruders::

Mortimer_ says:
::looks for something to punch::

Cardie-XO says:
::Shooting at OPS::

Cardie-XO says:
::Shoots CE down::

CEO Siwiak says:
CTO:  The hell with that!

CSO Toorain says:
::shoots at Cardies XO::

SO Grehan says:
::A phaser bolt narrowly misses him::

CEO Siwiak says:
::dodges

Cardie-XO says:
::Shooting at CO::

Cardi-CTO says:
:: Punch the CE in the face ::

Mortimer_ says:
Yessir. ::calls tac team to engineering::

Cardie-CO says:
#::sending reinforcements to take over the Qlb::

CEO Siwiak bems out (Transporter.wav)

Cns Charles says:
::fires back at the Cardassian XO.....::

XO Kyle says:
::rolls and ducks between phaser fire.....shooting at bad guys::

Host SB_OPS says:
THE BEAM IN OF THE CARDASIAN XO IS ONLY PARTIALLY SUCCESSFUL    ONLY HE MAKES IT T THE QIb BRIDGE

SO Grehan says:
::Doesn't have a phaser on him::

CEO Siwiak says:
::arrives in TR 3::

CSO Toorain says:
Computer: Computer, drop cloak, and raise our shields!!

CO Snow says:
:::ducks and returns fire on the Cardi XO:::

Cardi-CTO says:
:; See that the CE has disappeared ::

CMO Halcyon says:
::doesn't want to risk a beaming or put more innocent lives at risk::

CEO Siwiak says:
::makes his way to the armory::

OPS Helman says:
::Takes out pulse phaser::

XO Kyle says:
::tries to protect CO at all costs::

OPS Helman  (Pulse Phasers.wav)

Cardi-CTO says:
:: order the orders to secure all access to Engineering ::

CEO Siwiak says:
Computer:: Lock out the main computer!

Mortimer_ says:
::runs into a security guard, knocking him flying::

Cns Charles says:
CXO: Throw down your weapon!

OPS Helman says:
::Shoots at Cardassian goes to his Captain::

XO Kyle says:
TAC: Fire all weapons on that ship!

Host SB_OPS says:
SPARKS AND FLASHES ARE SEEN AS THE FIRE FROM THE OPS OFFICER  HAS MISSED

CSO Toorain says:
::shoots again at CXO::

CEO Siwiak starts to beam Cardie from engineering into transporter buffer:: (Transporter.wav)

Cns Charles says:
CXO: You're alone up here.... Surrender!

OPS Helman says:
CO : Sir?

XO Kyle says:
::tries to get in closer to engage in hand to hand combat...::

Mortimer_ says:
::runs back to console:: ::fires as many phasers as he can find::

Cardie-CO says:
#::takes ship out of range of the Qlb::

Cardie-XO says:
::Ducks::

SO Grehan says:
::Jumps away from panel as it sparks::

Cardi-CTO says:
:: install the transporter scrambler just in time ::

SO Grehan says:
::Sits back down::

OPS Helman  (Pulse Phasers.wav)

CEO Siwiak says:
::gets a TAC team and meets outside of engineering::

Cns Charles says:
::making his way to the CXO slowly but surely::

CEO Siwiak around the warp core (Force Field.wav)

Host SB_OPS says:
MANY OF THE CARDASSIANS? JH HAVE BEEN MOVED TO THE DATA BUFFERS

Cardie-XO says:
::Shooting a wide beam::

CMO Halcyon says:
::grabs a medkit and runs to the bridge with a couple of assistants::

CEO Siwiak says:
::locks out main computer::

CEO Siwiak says:
::opens door and shoots at the Cardies inside::

OPS Helman says:
::ducks::

CEO Siwiak at bad guys (HandPhaser.wav)

CSO Toorain says:
::cries with pain, as a phaser blast hits his left ear::

OPS Helman  (Pulse Phasers.wav)

Cns Charles says:
::flies onto his back as the beam hits him as his proximity to the Cardassian was closest::

Cardie-CO says:
#::activates transporter and tries to bring his XO back::

Cardie-XO says:
::Shooting at all console::

XO Kyle says:
*CEO* Report! Have you contained the situation in Eng.? ::squints through sparks and smoke...::

CSO Toorain says:
::collapses on floor::

Cardi-CTO says:
Aloud: Federation will pay for this.. JH Group 1.. install the Trilithium device ..


FROM THE RETURN FIRE MANY OFFICERS ARE HIT AND MOST CARDIES IN MO HAVE DIED

CEO Siwiak says:
*XO*:  Kinda busy K'tyla... ::fires again::

Cns Charles says:
::ridged head rolls to the side::

Cardie-XO says:
::Shooting at Tactical::

CEO Siwiak says:
::fires again::

CSO Toorain says:
*CMO* Help!! Help, ::cries go weak :: help...

SO Grehan says:
::Runs towards Cardie XO::

CEO Siwiak says:
::tosses a photon grenade into engineering::

Mortimer_ says:
::holds up arm, which is hit by beam and falls apart::

Cardie-XO says:
::shoot SO::

CSO Toorain says:
::passes out, in agony::

CO Snow says:
::::::takes close aim and fires at CXO again:::

Mortimer_ says:
::surrenders::


THE TRILITIUM DEVICES FIRING MECHANISM IS HIT BY A STRAY SHOT

SO Grehan says:
::Flies on top of Zog::

XO Kyle says:
::crawls over to CSO::

Cardie-XO says:
::Ducks CO::

OPS Helman says:
::Shoots CXO as he shoots SO::

CEO Siwiak says:
::runs into engineering and takes cover::

OPS Helman  (Pulse Phasers.wav)

SO Grehan says:
::Falls on Zog's chest, rolls into SCI2 chair::

Cardie-XO says:
::Ducks OPS::

Cns Charles says:
::unconscious, uniform charred::

Cardi-CTO says:
:: sees that the Trilithium device mechanism has been damaged..::

CEO Siwiak says:
::fires at the CTO::

Cardie-XO says:
::Rolls on the floor and shoot at Main Viewer::

Mortimer_ says:
::waiting for a Cardassian to take him prisoner::

XO Kyle says:
CSO: It's just a scratch....you'll be fine...::shoots at CXO again::

CEO Siwiak says:
::fires again::

Cardie-XO says:
::Trips people while rolling::

CEO Siwiak says:
::team falls in and starts to fire as well::

OPS Helman says:
::Fires CXO::

Cardie-XO says:
::kicking and shooting OPS::

CO Snow says:
:::comes up from behind and soots CXO:::

SO Grehan says:
::Shoulder of uniform burned::

Cardi-CTO says:
:: quickly cross wire the trilithium device and prepare it for manual firing.. ::

CMO Halcyon says:
::accesses outside bridge control center and begins to flood the bridge with an anesthetic::

CEO Siwiak says:
Computer:  Shut down Trilitium device

Cardie-CO #::activates transporter and beams out his XO:: (Transporter.wav)

SO Grehan says:
::Painfully climbs to feet::

Cardi-CTO says:
Aloud: Nobody moves.. or I make this ship explode.. along with me and everyone lese..

CEO Siwiak says:
CTO:  Get the hell out and put your hands up!

Cardi-CTO says:
:: ready to push the button::

CMO Halcyon says:
::and then stops::

Cardie-XO says:
::Still rolling and shooting::

SO Grehan says:
::Flops down into chair::

CEO Siwiak says:
::fires again at the CTO::

Cns Charles says:
::emits a weak groan::

Cardi-CTO says:
:: Cover down ::

Cardie-CO says:
#CXO: What happened?  Why didn't you take their bridge?

XO Kyle says:
::crawls quickly to CNS::


THE CCTO IS HIT

SO Grehan says:
::Imitates CNS::

CSO Toorain says:
::blood pours from his left ear::

Cardi-CTO says:
::Push the big red button before he fall ::

OPS Helman says:
::looks under TAC console and sees his lost jungle knife and thinks damn Soren. he takes the knife::

Cardi-CTO says:
Aloud: AHAHH !

XO Kyle says:
CNS: Charles?? ::VERY concerned::

CMO Halcyon says:
::noticing that the Cardassian lifesign is gone::

Cardie-XO says:
#::Wow::

CEO Siwiak says:
::jumps for the thing, turns off::

Host SB_OPS says:
THE TRILITHIUM DEVICE DOES NOT FIRE

Cns Charles says:
XO: Murgh.....

SO Grehan says:
::Lies back in chair::

Cardie-XO says:
#::Is back on the Cardie ship::

CMO Halcyon says:
::goes onto bridge, can't see through smoke::

Cardi-CTO says:
:: Laying on the floor ::

CEO Siwiak says:
::kicks the CTO in the ribs::

Mortimer_ says:
::cowers in corner of room::

Cardi-CTO says:
CE: eee..

Cardie-XO says:
#CCO: Only I made it there

CEO Siwiak says:
CTO:  Take that you moron

OPS Helman says:
*Wide ship intercom* All departments report damages to teh bridge

Cardie-CO says:
#CXO: Call for backup, lets get rid of this ship!

XO Kyle says:
::relieved sigh:: CNS: You're alive......

CEO Siwiak says:
<TAC Team>:  Secures the area

Cardi-CTO says:
CE: .. ::barely breathing ::

SO Grehan says:
CSO: Are you... Urh! Alright, sir?

Cardie-XO says:
#::Comming other Cardie Ships!!!:::

XO Kyle says:
::looks around to make sure CO is ok too::

Cardi-CTO says:
CE: you.. ... will die..

Cardie-XO says:
#::Getting Backupsss:::

CEO Siwiak says:
*CMO*:  Medical emergency...  I have hurt

CEO Siwiak says:
CTO:  I doubt that

CSO Toorain says:
::doesn't reply, as unconscious on floor::

CMO Halcyon says:
::hits an intercom:: *sickbay* All medical officers to Engineering

CEO Siwiak says:
::gives another kick in the head::

Cardi-CTO says:
::Dies ::

CMO Halcyon says:
::finds a body on the floor::

CEO Siwiak says:
*Bridge*:  ME is once again mine


Cns Charles says:
::weak and burned::

Cardi-Sld says:
:: Still crawling into the ship.. looking for the shield generator ::

CEO Siwiak says:
::puts phaser over his shoulder::

CMO Halcyon says:
CSO: Lt? ::shakes him::

Cardie-CO says:
#CSld: You! Take over CTO slot!

SO Grehan says:
CMO: He's unconscious.

Cardi-Sld says:
:: Look at a plan he had .. it should be that way ::

Mortimer_ says:
::sobbing into his sleeve::

SO Grehan says:
::Feels shoulder:: Ah!

XO Kyle says:
::holds Charles' head in her lap and waits....impatiently....for help::

Cardi-Sld says:
:: hope that  his signature will remain hidden ::

UNBEKNOWNST TO THE CARDASSIANS IN THE EXCITEMENT OF BATTLE THEIR SHIP IS DRIFTING WITHIN THE WELL OF THE ANAMOLY AND IS SUCKING THEM INWARDS AT A LOGRITHMIC RATE

CMO Halcyon says:
:::scans him...he'll live...looks for more injured::

Cardie-CO says:
#CXO: Get us out of here until help arrives.

Cns Charles says:
::coughs up blood::

CEO Siwiak says:
::goes over to the core and checks for damage::

SO Grehan says:
::Taps one-handed on SCI2::

XO Kyle says:
CMO: Over here!!

Cardie-XO says:
#CCO: The backups are coming, but we're too close to the anomaly

CMO Halcyon says:
::stumbles over XO::

CSO Toorain says:
::more blood pours from his ear::

SO Grehan says:
All: The Cardassians are floating into the rift...

Cardie-CO says:
#CXO: What?  Get us out of here, we can't get drawn in!

CEO Siwiak says:
::notices a burn hole in the back of his uniform::

Mortimer_ says:
::looks for remains of arm and clutches them to himself::

SO Grehan says:
::Baffled, slightly::

Cardi-Sld says:
:: approaching an area which seem to contain the ship shield generator ::

Cardie-XO says:
#CFCO: Full impluse!!

Mortimer_ says:
::rocks back and forth under a console::

Cardie-XO says:
#<CFCO>: Trying!

CO Snow says:
:::looks around at the state of the bridge.....runs over to the CSO:::

CEO Siwiak says:
::runs a check on all systems::

Cardi-Sld says:
:: Look around.. nobody is there.. wondering if they have detected him ::

XO Kyle says:
::winces at deep gash in shoulder...Self: Wha??::

IMPULSE IS NOT STRONG ENOUGH TO WIN FREE OF THE GRAVITY WELL WHICH SEEMS TO BE GROWING FAST

SO Grehan says:
CO: He's fine, captain.

CEO Siwiak says:
*Bridge*:  Is everything all right up there?

XO Kyle says:
CO: Captain....are you injured? ::concerned::

SO Grehan says:
::Grins slightly as the Cardies are sucked into the rift.

Cardie-CO says:
#CXO: Take us to warp, and get us out of here.

CMO Halcyon says:
XO: Are you alright? ::give the CNS a stimulant::

OPS Helman says:
::Thinks I knew we should have raised shields::

CEO Siwiak says:
::takes FCO control and moves the ship a little away from the well::

Cardie-XO says:
#<CFCO>:Going to warp

SO Grehan says:
CO: Sir... the Cardassians are being sucked into the rift!

Cardi-Sld says:
:: get out of the Jefferies tube and approach the shield generator.. installing an explosive device on it ::

THE GRAVITY WELL BEGINS DISTORTING THE SHAPE OF THE CARDASSIAN CRUISER

Cns Charles says:
::clenches teeth::

SO Grehan says:
Self: Woah...

CEO Siwiak says:
::scans the ship for more Cardies::

Mortimer_ says:
::examines arm:: look at it... ruined.....

XO Kyle says:
CMO: I'm fine...just a cut....but Charles....::glances down::....

OPS Helman says:
SO : Scan that

CO Snow says:
XO: I am fine....toss me some gauze to stop Toorain’s bleeding

SO Grehan says:
All: The cruiser's hull integrity is going..

CMO Halcyon says:
OPS: Beam me, the CNS and CSO to SB right now!

XO Kyle says:
::tosses gauze to CO::

Cns Charles says:
::the stimulants keep him from the unconscious state he tries to achieve::

CEO Siwiak says:
::finds a Cardi in shield control, sends a TAC team::

Cardie-XO says:
#::Diverts power to Integrity field::

CO Snow says:
::Looks up at the SO's comment:::

SO Grehan says:
CO: Suggest we gte away from the rift and bring cloak back online.

CEO Siwiak says:
<TAC Team>: goes to shield control

OPS Helman says:
::Activates transporter::

XO Kyle says:
::leaves CNS in CMO's hands and examines bridge crew::

Cardie-CO says:
#CXO: If we are lost, fire on their last known position, fire all weapons!!!

OPS Helman  (Transporter.wav)

Cardi-Sld says:
:: running through the Jefferies tube ::

SO Grehan says:
get, even.

Cardie-XO says:
#CCO: Firing all weapons

Cardi-Sld says:
:; trying to activate his pattern scrambler ::


THE CARDASSIAN SHIP NOW DISTORTED ALMOST OUT OF RECOGNUITION BREAKS APART WHEN THE WARP BUBBLE DOES NOT CONTAIN ALL OF THE SHIP

Cardie-XO says:
#::FIRES AT Qib's last location::

CMO Halcyon says:
::beams into SB, assigns an MO to the CSO and gets CNS on a bed::

Cardie-CO says:
#CXO: Full spread.

CSO Toorain says:
::materializes in sickbay::

CEO Siwiak says:
::heads after the TAC team towards the Cardie::

XO Kyle says:
TAC: Shields up!!!

CEO Siwiak says:
::fires at the Cardi::

Cns Charles says:
::lies on the biobed::

CO Snow says:
:::applies gauze to CSO's wound::: OPS: Move us away from this rift and re-cloak.

SO Grehan says:
::Mouth wide-open in amazement:: All: It's gone.

Mortimer_ says:
::still sobbing under console::

CEO Siwiak says:
Sld:  You will not win, surrender!

OPS Helman says:
CO : Aye sir

Cardie-XO says:
#CCO: At warp 5, half the ship gone...


PART OF THE CARDASSIAN SHIP LEAVES AT WARP,  NO HULL INTEGRITY LEFT AND THE BULK REMAINS

Cardi-Sld says:
:: hear people coming by.. quickly climb up ::

OPS Helman says:
::Recloaks an takes the ship away on impulse::

CEO Siwiak says:
::uses betazoid mind skills to track the Cardi::

Cardi-Sld says:
:: next target .. SIF system ::

CEO Siwiak puts up a FF around the area:: (Force Field.wav)

A PIECE OF DEBRIS APPROACHES THE QIb

Cardi-Sld says:
:: see a force field .. wonder how they manage to find him ::

CEO Siwiak says:
::fires at the Cardie::

SO Grehan says:
OPS: Woah! Debris!

CEO Siwiak  (HandPhaser.wav)

Cardi-Sld says:
:: scare for his life.. detonate the explosive device he put on the shield generator ::

CEO Siwiak says:
<TAC Team>: ::arrives in SIF control::

XO Kyle says:
::puts shields up herself as TAC guy is still sobbing::

OPS Helman says:
::Takes hard turn to left::

Cardi-Sld says:
:: wonder if made the Shield generator blow ::

Mortimer_ says:
::waving remains of arm around:: why, why, why , WHY?

CMO Halcyon says:
::takes out a tissue regenerator and works on the CNS::

CEO Siwiak says:
::fires again at the Cardi::

OPS Helman says:
Morimer : Control yourself man

Cardi-Sld says:
:: quickly take cover .. was hit on the shoulder ::

Mortimer_ says:
::Sob::

CEO Siwiak says:
::sees the blood, fires again::

Cns Charles says:
::eye flutter open::

XO Kyle says:
::sits at Primary tac and frowns at Mortimer::

Cardi-Sld says:
:: Pull out his phasers ::

Cardi-Sld says:
:: still taking cover ::

CEO Siwiak says:
SLd:  If you come out, you will not be killed

Cns Charles says:
::wipes blood from mouth....::

THE QIb's SHIELD GENERATOR DROPS

Cardi-Sld says:
:: feel an explosion ::

CEO Siwiak says:
<TAC Team>:  Sees the Cardi, fires a wide beam at him

XO Kyle says:
::self: ACK!:: CO: Shield are down...!

CEO Siwiak says:
::falls to ground, phaser still in hand::

SO Grehan says:
::Feels shoulder again::

Cardi-Sld says:
:: Run back into the Jefferies tube.. hoping to escape ::

CEO Siwiak says:
Sld:  Damnit!  For that, you die!

XO Kyle says:
::scans for debris....::

SO Grehan says:
::Sits in SCI1::

OPS Helman says:
CO : Sir the shield generator is out of power

CEO Siwiak says:
::takes another shot at the guy::

CMO Halcyon says:
<MO>: You can handle the rest of this ::gives him the regenerator, goes to CSO::

CO Snow says:
*Siwiak* Where are you. Report on shields!

Cns Charles says:
::growls:: CMO: Ah bith ma tongh.......

THE CEO'S SHOT HITS HIM SQUARE IN THE BACK

CEO Siwiak says:
*CO*:  Shield generator is blown, after the guy who did it now!

Cardi-Sld says:
Aloud: AH !

CEO Siwiak says:
Sld: Hahaha!

CEO Siwiak says:
::runs closer and kicks away phaser::

CO Snow says:
*Siwiak*: Carry on.

CMO Halcyon says:
::gives him a painkiller and decides to let him stay unconscious, fixes the ruptured vessels in his ear so they stop bleeding::

SO Grehan says:
::Reading for more Cardie Ships::

CEO Siwiak says:
::points phaser at the Cardies head::

XO Kyle says:
::scans for other vessels in area.....::

Cns Charles says:
::sneaks out of sickbay, convincing the MO that he's fine!::

Cardi-Sld says:
CE: eee.. now .. you have no shield.. .. you will all die..

CEO Siwiak says:
Sld:  What do you have to say now?

SO Grehan says:
CO: Recommend we leave the system quickly...

Mortimer_ says:
::staggers to feet:: Why?

CEO Siwiak says:
<TAC Team>:  Locks up the Cardi and takes to the brig::

CO Snow says:
OPS: Max Warp. Get us out of here!

CMO Halcyon says:
::goes back to the bridge to help rest of crew. .runs into CNS::

Cardi-Sld says:
CE: I don't think so.. :: quickly grab a pill and swallow it ::

OPS Helman says:
CO : Sir when we won't be cloak I shall divert power from the cloaking device to the shields


OPS Helman says:
::Takes ship to MAX warp::

XO Kyle says:
Morti: Get a hold on yourself!

Cns Charles says:
::arrives on bridge:: ::Nice hole burnt into his uniform:: CMO: Doctor.......

CEO Siwiak says:
::lunges on top to get pill::

OPS Helman  (Warp.wav)

AS THE QIb Enters Warp the Debris narrowly misses the ship

Mortimer_ says:
::holds arm in hand:: I have got a hold of myself, see?

Cardie-CO says:
#COM: CCO: This the Guard, what is your position?

CMO Halcyon says:
::glares at him::

CEO Siwiak says:
Self: ::Son of a... they all would rather die...::

Mortimer_ says:
::wail::

Cns Charles says:
::surprised:: CMO: Sir?

Mortimer_ says:
::Staggers over to station::

CEO Siwiak says:
::watches the Cardie die::

Cns Charles says:
::edging closer to a Turbolift....::

XO Kyle says:
::shakes head at Mortimer and rolls eyes....wonders how he made it thru the Academy...::

Cardi-Sld says:
CE: :;about to die:: .. I'm not the only one onboard.. my friend will.. finish you ... ahh.. ::Die ::

Cardie-CO says:
#::looks at his XO: XO: Any answer at all?

CEO Siwiak says:
*bridge*:  Scan the ship for more!

Cardie-CO says:
#::speeding to the last known location of their patrol ship::

Cardie-XO says:
#CCO: They're coming

XO Kyle says:
*CEO* Acknowledged...

CMO Halcyon says:
::sees the SO, makes way over to him::

XO Kyle says:
::scans ship for intruders....::

SO Grehan says:
::No signs of persuing ships... relaxes back in his chair::

CO Snow says:
:::thinks about transporting Mort to Sickbay but decides not to add to Halcy's problems:::

SO Grehan says:
::Breathes deeply, catching breath::

Cns Charles says:
::stumbles... exhausted::

CEO Siwiak says:
<TAC Team>:  Drags the body to sickbay::

CSO Toorain says:
::slowly regains consciousness, in not quite as great pain as when he passed out::

THE QIb RE ENTERS FEDERATION SPACE

Cardie-CO says:
#CXO: Begin long range scans for our ship.

CEO Siwiak says:
::heads back to engineering::

Cardie-XO says:
#CCO: No sign of the ship

CEO Siwiak says:
::tosses rifle on the console, looks at the mess::

Cns Charles says:
XO: What's happened, sir?

SO Grehan says:
::See's the CMO::

Cardi-CTO says:
#CCO: Sir.. I'm detecting the debris of our patrol ship..

Cns Charles says:
::supports himself on console::

Cardie-CO says:
#CXO: Any life signs?

CEO Siwiak says:
::sees the dead Cardi CTO on the floor... and all the other bodies::

XO Kyle says:
::glances at CNS:: CNS: Shouldn't you be in Sickbay? ::frowns::

CMO Halcyon says:
::starts to regenerate the SO's shoulder before it burns any deeper::

CSO Toorain says:
::moves hand to ears, to ensure they're both ok::

CEO Siwiak says:
::has them moved out of here::

CO Snow says:
OPS: Please inform SF of our current situation

Cns Charles says:
XO: No! I feel fine!

SO Grehan says:
::Groans:: CMO: Thank you...

Cardi-CTO says:
#CCO: I'm also detecting a warp signature heading back to the federation territory.. should we pursue ?

Cns Charles says:
::mumbles about sickbay......::

OPS Helman says:
CO : Aye aye sir

XO Kyle says:
::arches eyebrow:: CNS: You don't look fine.....

OPS Helman says:
::Sends a coded massage to SF command::

CEO Siwiak says:
::takes off outer shirt, flings onto seat::

Cardie-CO says:
#CCTO: Yes, but be cautious, lets not get caught unawares like the last ship.

Host Adm_Tucke says:
@COM: QIb: Captain , Report , what did you find out ?

CMO Halcyon says:
SO: This isn't very thorough but it'll have to do for now

SO Grehan says:
::Thinks that even if Cardies were to persue, they'd be destroyed by friendly crafts.::

Cns Charles says:
XO: I'm hurt you think so...... ::coughs:: I'm fine, though.

CEO Siwiak says:
::begins to repair the engineering section::

Cardi-CTO says:
#CCO: Aye sir..

CSO Toorain says:
::left hand moves too close to head, and he can't feel half of that ear.  Suddenly, he realizes what has happened.

SO Grehan says:
CMO: Thanks... that's better. ::Smiles at Halcy::

Cardi-CTO says:
#:: Get ready to cross into Federation territory ::

Cardie-CO says:
#CXO: Raise cloak.

CEO Siwiak says:
*Bridge*:  Hello up there, anybody alive?

XO Kyle says:
::grins a little::

CSO Toorain says:
*CMO*HALCYON!!!!!!!

XO Kyle says:
*CEO* We're alive...you?

CSO Toorain says:
*CMO* Lt Halcyon, WHAT have you DONE to me?

Cardie-XO says:
#CCO: Raising now

Cardie-XO says:
#::Cloaking ship::

CEO Siwiak says:
*XO*:  Sure am... killed a few Cardies myself.  Anything broken up there, anyone hurt?

SO Grehan says:
::Rolls eyes at Zog's voice in Halcy's Comm::

XO Kyle says:
CO: Captain?....

CO Snow says:
COMM: Adm.: The Cardassians are guarding the rift. WE were attacked and boarded.

Cardi-CTO  (Cloaking Device.wav)

Cns Charles says:
::walks behind CO::

A NUMBER OF FEDERATION SHIPS ARE NOW WITHIN CLOSE PROXIMITY TO THE QIb

CEO Siwiak says:
::has a team go and repair the shields::

XO Kyle says:
*CEO* Well done! ::grins::

Cardie-CO says:
#CCTO: Can you tell by the signature whose ship it is?

CSO Toorain says:
*CMO*Where is the rest of my left EAR?????

Mortimer_ says:
::starts trying to fit ruined arm back into socket;:

CEO Siwiak says:
::sees the hurt body of one Mona Redfield near her console::

SO Grehan says:
::Reading sensors for ships... there are none.::

Host Adm_Tucke says:
@COMM: QIb: I Understand , did you get any data on the anomaly ?

CMO Halcyon says:
::goes to XO::

Cns Charles says:
<Mona> ::groans::

CEO Siwiak says:
Mona:  You ok?

SO Grehan says:
CO: Shall I deactivate the LRS to preserve power for other systems, sir?

Cns Charles says:
<Mona> CEO: Hrm...? Yes sir....

CSO Toorain says:
*XO*IS Halcyon up there???!!!!!

Cardie-CO says:
#CXO: We are too far into Federation territory, turn the ship around and head back to the anomaly.

CMO Halcyon says:
*CSO*: Cease your inane protestations! I'm busy.

CEO Siwiak says:
Mona:  Good, see if you can get shields back online... if there is anything left

Cardie-XO says:
#CCO: Aye sir ::Turning about::

Cns Charles says:
::thinks, Cute bedside manner.....::

CO Snow says:
Comm: Adm.: I am having the SO transmit all information at this time.

XO Kyle says:
*CSO* Yes....::shakes head:: she's here...::grins at Halcy's rebuttal::

SO Grehan says:
::Hears Zog screaming from across the room::

Cns Charles says:
<Mona> CEO: Aye, sir! ::limps to another console::

CO Snow says:
:::looks at SO::::

Cardie-CO says:
#CXO: there will be another day, record that ships signature and send to all Cardassian ships.

CSO Toorain says:
*CMO*WHERE IS MY LEFT EAR?????

CEO Siwiak says:
Mona:  And have a MO check you out too

CEO Siwiak says:
::heads to the bridge::

Host Adm_Tucke says:
@:COMM: QIb: Captain , Thanks heavens, I Feared we might have to try another ship

Cardie-XO says:
#::Does what the CCO said::

CEO Siwiak says:
::arrives on the bridge::

Cns Charles says:
<Mona> CEO: I will, sir. Thank you.

SO Grehan says:
::Nods to CO::

CEO Siwiak says:
ALL:  Wow, looks like a mess

CMO Halcyon says:
::glancing at cut on her shoulder:  XO: You will survive, come to sickbay later CNS: As for you, you should not be running around.

Cns Charles says:
CMO: I WANT to run around, sir.

CSO Toorain says:
*CMO*I NEED MY EAR!!!!!!!!!

XO Kyle says:
::nods at CMO and agrees with her...::

SO Grehan says:
::Shakes head at Zog's screaming voice::

OPS Helman says:
CEO : It looks like we will have to return to the SB

Cns Charles says:
CMO: It's good for the cardiovascular.....

Cardie-XO says:
#CCO: Exiting Federation space now

CEO Siwiak says:
::notices that he is one of the more lucky ones that is not hurt::

Cns Charles says:
::looks from XO to CMO::

SO Grehan says:
::Relaxes in chair::

CEO Siwiak says:
OPS:  It's not that bad... maybe

XO Kyle says:
::wishes Zog would quiet down about his ear...::

CMO Halcyon says:
CNS: It's not a matter of want.

CEO Siwiak says:
::sees his glass of tea and grabs it::

OPS Helman says:
CEO : We don't have a viewing screen

CEO Siwiak says:
OPS:  AUX control does

Cns Charles says:
CMO: Fine....

XO Kyle says:
CNS: I want you in one piece....::smiles::

CSO Toorain says:
*CMO*I need my EAR!!!!!!!!!

OPS Helman says:
CEO : we can't operate from there

Cns Charles says:
XO: Aye, sir... Come visit. ::smiles and turns to CMO:: CMO: Sickbay, was it?

CEO Siwiak says:
OPS:  Yes you can, that's what it's for

CMO Halcyon says:
CNS: Come along ::shepherds CNS into the TL::

CSO Toorain says:
*CMO* What ABOUT MY EAR?
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